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in OOTW-e.g., the provision of humanitdan assistance, peacekeeping, countering the
flow of drugs into the United States, counte~ngterrorism, etc.-and law enforcement
forces engaged in LE operations were conveyging. There are three facets to this
convergence: (1) a need to limit force, (2) cqmmon threats, and (3) common missions.
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The JPSG followed a three step approach in developing its technology programs,
including the LET Program. (1) It examined the technology priorities of both communities.
It then (2) identified those overlapping priorities that were not being pursued, and (3)
developed efforts to address those priorities-in as much as funding would allow. The
SRG approved the plan submitted to it by the JPSG in March 1995.
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Information Technology. Both the and military communities respond to crises.
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The Limited Effects Technology (LET) Program
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ELECTRIC STUN PROJECTILE
JAYCOR (San Diego, CA) is developing an electric stun projectile under JPSG
ility to intercept and stun an
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ce was conducted on
August 1,1996. Members of the 1st Marine Expeditionary Force participated. Fifty
projectiles were fired from both bench top and handheld launchers at a target slightly over
9 m away. The projectiles employed used eifher barbs or adhesives as attachment
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that missed were fired from handheld
r on the part of the shooter. Nine of
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due to a failure to adhere to the target. This was attributable to a technician improperly
applying adhesive to the projectile.

This effort should be completed in August 1997, with user evaluation. Two kinds
of prototype devices are contemplated: a projectile that is compatible with the M203 grenade
launcher for military application, and a launcher for LE application that may be covert. It
may, for example, look like a riot baton or a flashlight.
Figure 1 shows the prototype JAYCOR stun projectile and the KO1 projectile. The

JAYCOR projectile is on the left.
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Figure 2. BOSS System Demonstration

HANDHELD LASER DAZZLER
A hand-held, laser dazzler, intended to temporarily disorient individuals, or small
JPSG by LE Systems of Glastonbury,
groups of individuals, is being
nt of two types of devices. The first will
CT. LE Systems is actually ex
r optic cable to a helmet mounted lens
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assembly, providing for “hands off’
The second type of device may possibly be
ecision will be made in the 3rd Quarter of
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FY97 as to whether to conti
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It is anticipated that both devic
lasers with 300 milliwatt pe
diode technology, if advancements ar
eyesafe in their intended mode of ope

use 532 nm (green), diode pumped solid state
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near future. These lasers will be
The design goal is to have them be eyesafe at

aperture. They are similar to Phillips Laboratory’s BOSS system but at a lesser power.
Phillips Laboratory is in fact the JPSG’s technical agent for this effort. Both these systems
will have ranges of from 1 m to 50 m, depending on ambient lighting conditions. The
lasers will be able to operate for 60 minutes without recharging with a duty cycle of 2 5
seconds on and .75 seconds off.

PYROTECHNIC DEVICES
An effort to develop enhanced, less lethal, faster acting, pyrotechnic devices, e.g.,
flash-bang and smoke grenades, is being undertaken as a joint development effort between
Mattergy, Inc. of Phoenix, AZ and the U.S.Army Edgewood Research Development and
Engineering Center (ERDEC). ERDEC is also acting as the JPSG’s technical agent for this
effort.
Mattergy is developing a less 1
currently on the market. Its
pyrotechnic (non explosive), n
fragmenting canister and fuze,
grenade. Some of the non fragmen
may cause the grenade to be propell
hazardous projectile.

nade that is at least as effective as those
is multi faceted. First, it will utilize
ons. It will also employ a nona way as to result in a non propulsive
on the market vent from the bottom. This
after ignition, which may, in effect, create a

r this effort, ERDEC is also developing
In addition to its role as tec
g smoke/dazzler and acoustic
pyrotechnic devices. Specifically,
nades are inherently more difficult to
(whistler)/dazzler grenades. Multi
m smoke, 1 - 3 seconds, and a
counter. ERDEC is pursuing devel
trobes, flares and micro stars. The
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,can be controlled through the
noise level of the pyro whistles, emp
try of the aperture. The pyro whistles have a
formulation of the composition and th
5 - 10 second duration. Both the Mattergy apd ERDEC devices are intended to be hand-

ACOUSTIC STUDY
acoustic energy in the infra sound and
.Air Force’s Armstrong
cient information to assess

s study will be completed
by the end of FY96.

Summary
The basic goal of the LET prognm was to provide the user new, more effective
tools to carryout their tasks. To that end the user communities-military, law enforcement
and corrections-were heavily involved in both the development and articulation of their
needs and in selection of the specific technology efforts to be pursued by the JPSG.
Preliminary results from the demonstrations strongly suggest that this goal will be met.
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